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Hi   everyone
The 2019 Pacific Circuit Rally is in full swing, having completed Leg 1 to 
Tonga and now cleared into Vanuabalavu , Fiji for Leg 2 with everyone 
enjoying the beautiful anchorages of the Northern Lau group. A stunning & 
very friendly part of the world. A new destination for us personally has 
shown that just when you thought it couldn't get any better, it just did! 
Internet connection as been very sketchy so we apologise for the lateness of 
this edition.........................NIGEL & AMANDA

The 2019 Pacific Circuit Rally fleet anchored 
off Susui, Vanuabalavu, Fiji

Photo courtesy of SY DULCINEA

http://www.safetyatsea.co.nz/
http://www.kiwiyachting.co.nz/
http://www.yachtingworld-vanuatu.com/
http://www.islandcruising.co.nz
http://www.rnzys.org.nz/
http://www.vudamarina.com.fj/
http://www.islandcruising.co.nz


Island Cruising is all about offering the cruising 
community "peace of mind" – through the help, 
guidance and support they give to boat owners  
wanting to venture offshore. For this same rea-
son, they are aligned to Baileys, as they feel com-
fortable with the first class insurance cover and 
claims support we can provide to their members. 

Please feel free to contact us at any time for 
more information, or with some feedback - which 
is always welcomed. 

Baileys Insurance Brokers 

Ltd 
Phone: 09 444 8860 or 0800  89858500 898585 

Fax:     09 443 4479 

Email:  pete@baileysinsurance.co.nz=Message%
20frm%20web%20site 

Postal Address: 
FREEPOST 1399 
PO Box 101-101 
North Shore 
Auckland 0745 
New Zealand 

Office: 
Unit 9 
35 Apollo Drive 
Rosedale 
Auckland 0632 
New Zealand 

ANCHORAGES - WHERE ARE YOUR FAVOURITE PLACES? 

Mbavatu Harbour, Vanuabalavu, 
Northern Lau, Fiji 

35 12.152 S, 174 12.685 E (approx. only)

A very large,deep and well protected 
anchorage in a stunning location. Was big 

enough to hide the entire Pacific Circuit 
Rally fleet of 32 boats from a blow, and 
then some, quite easily. Good holding in 

mud/coral sand 10 - 17m for all wind 
directions. Lovely walks to look out over 
the Bay of Islands. ICNZ members are 

always welcome to use the tracks and If 
no one at the Yacht Club house please 
make yourself known at the Staff village 
which is halfway up the hill from the boat 

landing (opp end of bay to Yacht club 
house). Thank you for this kind permission 

from Tony Philp.

Entrance approach

tel:+64-800-89-8585
mailto:pete@baileysinsurance.co.nz?Subject=Message%20from%20web%20site
mailto:pete@baileysinsurance.co.nz?Subject=Message%20from%20web%20site
http://www.baileysinsurance.co.nz/


South Pacific Animal Welfare (SPAW) is a registered charity in New Zealand and was founded in 2010 to provide veterinary care and desexing 
programmes to animals living on islands in the South Pacific. New Zealand run and managed, the organisation is often the only life-line of hope for 

animals who are injured, abused or sick. SPAW recruits veterinarians and veterinary nurses from New Zealand, Australia and around the world to deliver 
free veterinary services to the islands of Tongatapu, Vava’u, Niue, Fiji, Samoa and Rarotonga in the Cook Islands. 

The charity is responsible for the introduction of regular veterinary clinics on several south pacific islands since 2010, including Niue where we have 
delivered five clinics and our main project Tonga is now in its 8th year and in 2018 we will celebrate 40 clinics to the Kingdom. SPAW also visits Vava’u 
and Taveuni in Fiji regularly. Often, SPAW volunteers are the only veterinary professionals an island community will see and it is our hope that by being 

present and fostering positive animal welfare activities that over time people will display higher levels of compassion for all animals.  Our services include 
desexing dogs and cats, livestock care, varying surgerical procedures, and the provisioning parvovirus vaccines and parasite care to as many animals as 

we can reach during a field clinic.

mailto:247SAILING@GMAIL.COM


NAME: Christian, Jo, Angus & Ewan

BOAT: BENDALONG, Halberg Rassy 46

CURRENT LOCATION: Cruising eastern Fiji

ABOUT US: - Inspired by families he met sailing from 
Panama to Tahiti in 2000 while crewing on the timber schooner 
Cassiopeia, Christian had long dreamt of doing something 
similar with his own, all he needed was the family! Being from 
the West Australian desert, sailing was never on my radar. But 
life is short and he can be very convincing so, while our two 
sons are old enough to understand the consequence of falling 
overboard and young enough not to be (too) mortified by the 
prospect of a year at sea with their parents, we decided to sail 
the South Pacific. On 28 December 2018 Christian, along with his brother and two crew, crossed the Tasman Sea on the Bendalong, our Halberg 
Rassy 46. The boys and I stayed behind in Melbourne to sort out the house, which we’ve rented out for the year, and to farewell our friends and 
much-loved dog. On 11 January, with more than a little trepidation in our hearts, we flew to Picton. The Marlborough Sounds and Abel Tasman 
National Park proved the perfect soft launch into living aboard before braving the Cook Strait, where the kids may or may not have had their first  on 
passage spew. We left our hearts in Wellington, but found new places to love winding our way up the east coast to Opua, where we joined the 
Pacific Circuit Rally in late May. After a week of weather delays, which only meant more time exploring the beautiful Bay of Islands, we, along with 
our good mate Tina, set sail for Tonga. Christian’s decision to leave a day before most of the fleet proved a good one for us. Still, the first
few days were, for differing reasons, testing for all. The kids however, came through it magnificently. Our 12 year old enthusiastically baked not one 
but two tea cakes in big swells to celebrate various milestones. The nine year old was stoic and 
entertaining in equal measure. Personally, night watch was not the tranquil respite I’d anticipated. 
The moonless, starless skies clawed at my insides. Tina was a however a rock, Christian a patient
and faultless skipper. And when we finally spotted the blowholes of southern Tongatapu spurting high 
above the golden sands and vivid green coconut palms after seven days at sea, it all seemed suddenly
worth it.    

ISLAND CRUISING NZ MEMBERS PROFILE

I am typing this anchored off Susui. A village with a population of just 80 or so, who last night extended 
the most incredible hospitality to the rally fleet, taking us to the beautiful Secret Lagoon, entertaining us
and making sure everyone was happy and well fed. Only days before we were in the ‘other’ Bay of 
Islands just to the north. Our favourite anchorage to-date, with coral pillars rising from turquoise waters
and the best snorkeling any of us have ever experienced. A place we could never have hoped to reach 
if not for the rally organizing customs clearance here in the remote and stunning Lau group of Fiji.



PROUD SUPPORTER OF ISLAND CRUISING 

http://www.hydrovane.com/


Jeanne Socrates is a British sailor born on August 12, 1942. She currently holds the world record for the 

oldest woman to complete a single-handed, non-stop circumnavigation, completing her adventure at the 

age of 70. She also holds the title for the only woman to have ever circumnavigated the world single-

handed from North America. At 76, Jeanne shows no signs of slowing down, as she is currently in the midst 

of an attempt to become the oldest person of any gender to complete a single-handed, nonstop 

circumnavigation. 

Jeanne began sailing at the age of 48 with her late husband George, starting out in dinghies and 

windsurfers before eventually moving onto larger yachts in 1994. Jeanne and her husband then bought 

Nereida, a Najad 361. The couple spent the next few years cruising around the world, visiting places such 

as the Caribbean, Cuba, and Puerto Rico. Sadly, in September 2000 George was diagnosed with cancer, 

passing away in March 2003. Jeanne continued to sail alone, setting her sights on a solo circumnavigation. 

Jeanne’s first attempt at a solo circumnavigation began in March 2007. She was set to complete her 

journey in Zihuatanejo, Mexico when on June 19, 2008, just sixty miles and less than 12 hours short of 

where her journey first started, Nereida ran aground on a deserted beach. 

Jeanne began her second attempt at a solo circumnavigation, and first nonstop attempt, in November 

2009. However, multiple issues with Nereida forced Jeanne to stop in Cape Town, South Africa, which 

turned into a three-month stay with an engine replacement, ending her attempt. Jeanne’s second attempt 

at a solo nonstop circumnavigation began in October 2010. Again, boat issues after a knockdown in 

January 2011 forced Jeanne to stop for repairs, ending her second attempt. 

Even after all her difficulties, Jeanne remained unphased and was determined to complete a single-handed 

circumnavigation nonstop, and so she tried again in October 2012, completing her journey successfully in 

July 2013 and finally claiming the record for the oldest woman to complete a single-handed, nonstop 

circumnavigation. 

IT'S NEVER TOO LATE



Oceanmax’s Holly Mills was lucky enough to have a chat with Jeanne by satellite phone as she was 

sailing past Timaru, New Zealand. Jeanne spoke about the two major highlights of her journey so far, 

the first of which was rounding the First Great Cape, Cape Horn, for the third time. Nereida made the 

rounding in the early hours of the morning, however, as it was mid-summer, there was still plenty of 

light to get a good view of the Cape. 

The second highlight for Jeanne was rounding the Last Great Cape, South Cape, otherwise known as 

Stewart Island. As with Cape Horn, Nereida was on track to round Stewart Island in the early hours of 

the morning, so Jeanne pulled in some sail to slow Nereida down and reach the Last Great Cape in 

daylight. Jeanne rounded Stewart Island in Nereida at dawn and had “a beautiful sail,” watching 

albatrosses flying by and relaxing with a G&T later that evening. 

Jeanne’s trip hasn’t been without its challenges though. She noted that the biggest challenge so far has 

simply been keeping the boat going. There is always something that needs repairing, including a large 

rip in Nereida’s mainsail. However, there has been one less thing Jeanne has to worry about – her 

running gear. One comfort that Jeanne has had along all of her adventures is Propspeed. When asked 

why she decided to use Propspeed for another circumnavigation, Jeanne had a simple answer; “it’s 

amazing, it works so well…who wouldn’t use it?” 

Jeanne is now in the midst of an attempt to become the oldest person to complete a single-handed, 

nonstop circumnavigation at the age of 76. Jeanne departed British Columbia on October 3, 2018, and 

round Stewart Island, the Fifth Great Cape of the Southern Ocean, on May 23, 2019. She is now on the 

final leg of her adventure, heading towards warmer waters as she makes her way up the east coast of 

New Zealand and back to British Columbia. 

https://svnereida.com/
https://oceanmax.com/marine-products/propspeed/case-studies/sail-yachts


Read our case study on Propspeed from Jeanne’s last circumnavigation here: https://oceanmax.com/
marine-products/propspeed/case-studies/sail-yachts

Jeanne is unsure whether she will do another circumnavigation, or if this will be her last. This will be 

Jeanne’s fourth circumnavigation, and second nonstop circumnavigation, and while that might be enough, 

we’ll still be keeping our eyes peeled and ready to watch Jeanne and Nereida make another trip around the 

world. 

Keep up with Jeanne and her adventures through her website: https://svnereida.com/ 



 Island Cruising NZ 
Offshore Cruising Preparation 

Seminar
WHAT: 

WHEN:

WHERE:

TIME:

Island Cruising NZ -  Offshore Cruising Preparation Seminar for ICNZ or RNZYS Members 

Saturday 30th November and Sunday 1st December 2019

Royal New Zealand Yacht Squadron, Westhaven Marina, Auckland - Commodores Room    

Saturday Prompt 0830 -1630 hrs, Sunday 0900 - 1600 hrs 

Nigel, Amanda & Ella Richards with guest speakers from PredictWind, Yachting New Zealand, 

Oceania Medical, Northland Radio, Safety at Sea, and Seawise Boating Education.

$655 - Cost per couple (We encourage Skipper and their partner to attend together)

HOUSEKEEPING:  Breaks for Morning Tea, Lunch and Afternoon Tea:

Morning Tea - choice of complimentary Tea or Coffee and cake
Lunch - Not included, but orders can be placed during the morning break at the Members Bar 
from the Lunch Menu.
Afternoon Tea - choice of complimentary Tea or Coffee
Water available at any time during the Seminar

MATERIALS PROVIDED:  ICNZ Seminar compendium: containing notepad, pen, data s�ck with course notes and a host of information. 
If you have a laptop or tablet please bring it along.

BOOK HERE:  Bookings are essential so please complete the form here to register - https://form.jotform.co/81806515673865  or

visit www.islandcruising.co.nz to complete your booking form there.

PRICE:

WHO:

https://form.jotform.co/81806515673865%ED%AF%80%ED%B0%83%ED%AF%80%ED%B0%83
https://form.jotform.co/81806515673865
http://www.islandcruising.co.nz


• Navigation: basic equipment
requirements

• Charts: paper, electronic
• Log Keeping: basic record keeping
• Books: recommended, reference

manuals,pilots and cruising guides
• Computers: what they can do for

you, Email
• Interfacing: all electronics,

advantages & disadvantages
• Radios, VHF, SSB, HAM: skeds,

operation, installing, qualifications
• Steering - Tiller, wheel, vanes,

emergency
• Diesel Engines: troubleshooting,

spares
• Fuel: Filters, injectors
• Passage preparation: Coastal and

Offshore
• Passage Planning: Coastal and

Offshore.
• Weather: Coastal and Offshore
• Emergencies at Sea: fire,

grounding, heavy weather, damage,
leaks, MOB

• Repairs at Sea: rigging, steering,
towing, abandon ship

• Legalities: Items of concern
• Heavy Weather: storm rigs, storm

sails,heaving-to, lying-a-hull,sea
anchors, drogues

• The Ideal Cruising Yacht:
Design, materials and layout

• Rigging: for extended cruising &
safety, deck layout, preventors

• Sails: selection, balance, tuning,
fault finding,maintenance

• Furling: headsail, mainsail, car
handling

• Anchors & Anchoring:
equipment, techniques, etiquette

• Provisioning: food stores,
availability

• Water: treatment, filtration,
purification, watermakers

• Vessel Systems: plumbing, gas,
fuel...

• Power generation: look at the
options

• Electronics: radios, charts, GPS
Radar, autopilot, AIS, Satellite

• Money: management
• Search and Rescue: authority

and scope of operations
• NZ Category 1: Inspection

Certificate; What it means
• Yacht Management: watch

systems and safety protocols
• Ship Registration: guide to

ships registry and MMSI
• Living aboard: Families,

children, other cruisers, Locals

Island Cruising NZ reserves the 
right to vary the syllabus from that 

stated.

ISLAND CRUISING NZ 
2 DAY OFFSHORE CRUISING PREPARATION 

SEMINAR SYLLABUS
Sat 30th November & Sun 1st December 

2019 RNZYS, Auckland

COST: $655 per couple



"Forward planning for yachts cruising Fiji waters 

At S avusavu Mari na we have installed 20 extra strong 

moorings for the cruising and cyclone seasons. 

for details of location and design look at our web site" 

 www.savusavumarina.com 

Scottish Yacht Stravaig on one of our ‘cyclone’ moorings 



ISLAND CRUISING NZ

2020 VANUATU & 
NEW CALEDONIA 

RALLY 

We are now taking expressions of interest in 
the 2020 Sail Vanuatu & New Caledonia 

Rally on our website and by using this link:
https://form.jotform.co/82100430557850
Join us in late May 2020 to explore the lesser visited 

islands of Vanuatu for around 2 months before 
departing for rally clearance into the Loyalty Islands 
and onward into New Caledonia for the rest of the 

sailing season returning to New Zealand in late 
October 2020.



Island Cruising NZ 
2021 Pacific Circuit Rally

5 Countries, 6 months, Endless beautiful anchorages 

Join us, relax , explore and make new friends in Paradise 

NZ- Tonga - Fiji (via Lau group) - Vanuatu -  New Caledonia (via Loyalty Islands) - NZ 

Make your sailing dreams a reality - Island Cruising Style 

Departs NZ May 2021 and returns NZ Late October 2021

Registrations download the 
:  

now open. Please visit www.islandcruising.co.nz to  
Information pack or complete an online expression of interrest. 

places are limited so dont miss out!

Ho w can you resist??!! 

http://www.islandcruising.co.nz


The Passage
By Nigel Richards. 

As I write this Varekai is lying to anchor in the beautifully picturesque 

atoll of Valuga (Falunga), in the Southern islands of the Lau group of Fiji. 

All talk and discussions about departure dates, passage planning and 

management held in the cruisers lounge of the Bay of Islands  Marina  

already a distant memory. However, as always I want to revisit our    

discussions for the benefit of those not there and of course the wonderful 

thing of hindsight for those that were part of the fleet debates.  

The planned departure date for this years’ Pacific Circuit Rally was the 

20th May. We actually cast off the lines and left Opua on the 28th. Why 

the delay you ask? Cast your minds back to late May and recall how the 

weather patterns were passing over Northern New Zealand and the state 

of the weather in the tropics at the time. Although the sea temperatures BABE, an Oyster 54, revelling in the brisk 

in the South West Pacific sailing area were starting to drop, there was a conditions out of Opua
spike in those temperatures around the time of our departure that contributed to an MJO cycle. This produced  

conditions favourable for tropical low development. In fact there was a period of time through the week where the 

Hawaiian Hurricane Centre were predicting cyclone development within the next 24 hours. Not the time to embark 
VAREKAI with her skirt up at on a passage north from New Zealand. Interestingly enough, the week previously had seen a large exodus of yachts

9.5kts, close reaching heading north on what looked like the perfect run, only for them to be held up at Minerva for a number of days by a

strong squash zone between there and Tonga. The route to Fiji remained doable due to the less tight wind angle, once the risk of significant 

convection had passed. 

As the condition in the north started to stabilise, the low pressures moving from west to east across New Zealand’s North Island hotted up 

into a procession; depressions passing over every three or so days. With daily temperatures steadily dropping, the winter weather cycle was 

starting to set in with deepening troughs and stronger winds. Therefore getting the timing required for a departure right became more    

challenging. Picking a frontal band to scurry away from New Zealand on, fast enough to get north in time to avoid the teeth of the next low 

became the topic of debate. 

The low pressure system that passed over Northern New Zealand over the 26th-27th May produced forecasted winds around the twenty mark 

with gusts a little higher. Our plan was to leave Opua as the wind went through north and head NNE to aim to encounter the next front as 

far north as possible. With a plan to achieve 150nm per day, motor-sailing if needed, the distance north should be sufficient to meet that 

goal. All in all, a marginal window to achieve the departure that week. After a good discussion of tactics, including crew and boat capabilities, 



the skippers made the call to go. Some 

planned to head out early and take the wind 

before it passed through the north, for that 

extra mileage but most waited until Coast 

Guard Nowcasting Cape Reinga weather   

station reported a west of north move in the 

wind.  

Varekai departed at 1210, just as that wind 

change took place. Passing the Nine Pin we 

experienced 20 to 25 knots North by West, 

gradually backing as we left the cover of the land. Three of the fleet had to return to Opua 

 Keeping nicely ahead of the next low

with a range of issues; a split mainsail, hydraulic steering problem and one with water in the boat (we will let 

him tell you about that one). All left within a few days to catch up. Unfortunately one boat had a major rig   

related failure later in the trip which ultimately caused them to be airlifted from the boat off Great Barrier. 

This was after a fantastically well managed jury rigged return by the skipper. Full credit to the skipper and 

crew of Squander. 

How did our passage pan out? The remainder of 

the front fell away to the south east and we saw 

the wind back and drop over the first 12 hours to 

WNW 18 knots. It stayed there for the next 12 

hours then back again to WSW 5 to 10, when the 

Gardner was called in to help maintain our 

planned 150nm per day. After a day or so of    

variable light winds it filled in from the NW again 

in the 15 to 18 knot range, allowing us to dis-

pense with mechanical means and go back to 

wind power in the 7.5 to 8.5 knot boat speed 

range. We kept a watchful eye on the PredictWind Welcome sight of the first tropical sunset at Big Mama Yacht Club 

weather GRIB’s to ensure our track kept us in front of the next low. As you can see by the PredictWind screen 

shots, that’s what we did. A steady wind, always in the northern quadrant, provided the easting we needed. In 

fact this year the passage took us to within 60nm of Raoul Island on the Kermadec ridge, before the westerly 

change allowed us to head north. This saw us pass close to Ata Island, south of Tongatapu, then onto the Piha 

Channel and the back door to Pangaimotu Island. 1095nm at average of 6.6knts, 6 days, 21 hours. Nice! 

Squalls over Ata Island

Last morning sunrise off  
the Piha Channel, 

Tongatapu 





Sail South Pacific Cruising Guides
For Island Cruising NZ - Full Member Bundles

These app based cruising guide “bundles” have been developed just for ICNZ Members

The Sail Fiji / Sail Tonga Bundle is a comprehensive full   
information Cruising Guide combining Fiji’s amazing        

islands from East to West;- Lau Group, Eastern, Central & 
Western Waters, plus planning information and routes 
around Fiji. Especially developed for the ICNZ Pacific 

Circuit Rally we’ve also included The Tongan Archipelago 
from South to North. A vast array of information designed 

to allow you to “Cruise With Confidence”.

For those of you that love cruising the magic that is New 
Zealand Cruising the Sail New Zealand Bundle is a 

comprehensive  full information Cruising Guide        
combining a Planning Section to assist getting around 

the NZ coastline from the tip of the North  Island to the 
top of the South. Anchorages, cautions, tight passages, 
activities both on and off the water & stunning photos  

we guarantee you’ll find new and exciting  places you’ve 
never visited before.

For Pricing and download information 
please scan the QR code 

ICNZ Members - Special Rates.
PCR participants - Rally Pricing.

Available only 
on iPad.
iOS 11.0 
or later

www.sailsouthpacific.com



The smartAIS® advantage – cruise with peace of mind 

Unlike normal AIS which send and receive AIS data, WatchMate XB-8000 has smartAIS which is an active 
system with smart alarm logic that alerts you rapidly to potential dangers. 

smartAIS includes these three powerful features: 

• Safety Underway: This alerts you when smartAIS detects a potential collision.
• Safety at Anchor:  If your anchor drags, smartAIS will let you know immediately.
• Safety for your Crew:   If someone falls overboard (and is using an AIS MOB device), smartAIS not only alerts

you, it also provides their location, so you can pick them up quickly.

It means you can focus on enjoying your time on the water, knowing smartAIS is always keeping watch in the 
background and is ready to alert you the moment it detects an unwanted event. 

While cruising or when at anchor, the XB-8000 sounds the alarm in case of a potential collision or a man 
overboard situation, even when all other equipment like MFDs or mobile devices are switched off.   While 
at anchor, you can sleep soundly knowing that the smartAIS transponder watches out for an anchor drag 
or man overboard situation and sounds the alarm without needing any other equipment turned on.  XB-
8000 consumes very little power which makes it most effective when power is limited or needs to be 
conserved.  

Pro-active Alarms 

Collision Prevention: WatchMate XB-8000 proactively alerts you when you have potential collision situations. It combines GPS data such as position, course 
and speed along with AIS data and smart alert logic to continually determine safety implications and alert you. It computes the closest point of approach and time 
until the closest point of approach and triggers alarms to warn you of vessels posing a threat. 

• Guard Alarm: Sounds alarm if any vessel comes within the specified range. Both CPA alarms and guard alarms may be used together.
• CPA Alarm: smartAIS computes the closest point of approach and time until CPA. A CPA alarm is triggered if a vessel will come too close in terms of CPA

and the alarm is prioritised by TCPA.

Anchor Watch: Every boater knows that being at anchor is no guarantee of total safety. Anchors can drag without those on-board being aware. Thanks to 
Anchor Watch, you can be safer and sleep well at night. That’s because Anchor Watch sounds the alarm if you drift outside a zone defined around your anchor 
position. Anchor Watch can be activated when you drop the anchor using either a wired switch or remotely from anywhere on-board using a smartphone or 
smartwatch.  

Man Overboard: WatchMate XB-8000’s Man Overboard (MOB) alarm sounds the alarm you the instant somebody goes over the side and activates his AIS MOB 
device. The Alarm clearly identifies the MOB on the display screen and gives you the location, bearing and range of the person for quick retrieval. It also provides 
continuous updates of position, bearing and range. 



Purchase an AIS & MOB package at one of the participating retailers and complete the form provided - we’ll send you a Prezzy Card to the value of the 
‘cash back’ indicated below.

ONLY available through these participating Retailers: Whangarei (Empower Electrical, All Marine, Marsden Cove Marina), Opua (Cater Marine, Seapower, 

Marine Electrics Opua, Trans Marine Pro), Auckland – Westhaven (Nav Station, Beacon Marine, Marine Electrics NZ), Auckland – Half Moon Bay (Halfmoon 

Bay Electrical), Tauranga (Smart Marine, Steve’s Marine), Picton (Oddies Marine). 

 Normal RRP 

Price Incl  
CASH Back 

Part #

.XB8000-IC4 Vesper WatchMate AIS XB-8000 Wifi with VHF splitter and MOB Beacon smartAIS Combo - one x MOB1 $2,438 $339

* Wifi, Anchor watch, NMEA2000 compatible, Fast 5Hz GPS, MOB alarm, Low power consumption, IPX7 rated with

Galvanically isolated USB ports

.XB8000-IC5 Vesper WatchMate AIS XB-8000 Wifi with VHF splitter and MOB Beacon smartAIS Combo - two x MOB1 $3,038 $480

* Wifi, Anchor watch, NMEA2000 compatible, Fast 5Hz GPS, MOB alarm, Low power consumption, IPX7 rated with

Galvanically isolated USB ports

.XB8000-IC6 Vesper WatchMate AIS XB-8000 Wifi with VHF splitter and MOB Beacon smartAIS Combo - three x MOB1 $3,638 $621

* Wifi, Anchor watch, NMEA2000 compatible, Fast 5Hz GPS, MOB alarm, Low power consumption, IPX7 rated with

Galvanically isolated USB ports

.XB8000-IC7 Vesper WatchMate AIS XB-8000 Wifi with VHF splitter and MOB Beacon smartAIS Combo - four x MOB1 $4,238 $762

* Wifi, Anchor watch, NMEA2000 compatible, Fast 5Hz GPS, MOB alarm, Low power consumption, IPX7 rated with

Galvanically isolated USB ports

AIS & MOB

Product Description



Other cash back deals include: 

 Normal RRP 

Price Incl  
CASH Back 

Part #

.T70112S-IC8 Raymarine EV-200 Sail autopilot, P70S Controller with LS-32 Hydraulic Linear Drive $5,618 $719

* Maximum  7 tonne  Displacement or 549 Nm of rudder torque

.T70161S-IC9 Raymarine EV-400 Sail autopilot, P70S Controller with LS-50 Hydraulic Linear Drive $9,188 $1,532

* Maximum 22 Tonne Displacement or 2059 Nm of Rudder torque 

AUTOPILOT

Product Description

 Normal RRP 

Price Incl  
CASH Back 

Part #

.E70363IC1 Raymarine Axiom 7 Cruising Radar Package with Quantum Wireless Radar and C-Map South Pacific Chart card $4,977 $1,000

* Use existing radar cable to power unit

* Wireless

* Low power consumption

.E70363IC2 Raymarine Axiom 7 Cruising Radar Package with Quantum 2 Wireless Doppler Radar and C-Map South Pacific Chart card $5,457 $500

* Use existing radar cable to power unit.Wireless. Low power consumption

.RADAIS-IS3A $6,477 $578

* Use existing radar cable to power unit

.RADAIS-IS3B $6,957 $578

* Use existing radar cable to power unit

.QUANTUMCABIC3 Raymarine Quantum range cabling kit - 10m Power Cable & 10m Data Cable $306 $50

& for hard wiring system 

Raymarine Axiom 7 inch Pacific Cruising Package with Quantum Wireless Radar,Vesper AIS XB-6000, Vesper amperfied 

Raymarine Axiom 7 inch Pacific Cruising Package with Quantum 2 Wireless Doppler Radar,Vesper AIS XB-6000, Vesper 

Quantum Radar Range

Product Description



Terms & Conditions apply: Only open to Island Cruising members (a valid membership number is required). Only one 
of each kit can be purchased per vessel. Only available at participating retailers listed above. Redemption form must be 
received by Lusty & Blundell within 30 days of purchase. All redemption forms must have the invoice/proof of purchase 
attached for us to process your ‘cash back’ Prezzy Card request. Promotions finish at the end of July 2019 or while 
stocks last. 

 Normal RRP 

Price Incl 
CASH Back 

Part #

.T120-IC12 Raymarine TackTick wireles wind system, Microtalk STNG Hub with Tacktick remote display $2,798 $1,199

no mast cable required, very sensitive wind transducer, no wind instrument required can be read on Raymarine MFD, 

ideal for Wind Vane steering with autopilot 

.T120-IC13 Raymarine TackTick wireles wind system, Microtalk STNG Hub with Tacktick remote display & I60 Wind Instrument $3,940 $1,541

as above but includes i60 wind instrument and cable kit 

WIRELESS WIND

Product Description

 Normal RRP 

Price Incl 
CASH Back 

Part #

.E100GPLB1-IC14 Ocean Rescue CAT I E100G EPIRB and one x PLB1 emergency combo $1,279 $130

* Includes auto release housing, worlds smallest PLB, Proven to save lives, MEOSAR compatible, with 121.5MHz 

homing beacon

.E100GPLB1-IC15 Ocean Rescue CAT I E100G EPIRB and two x PLB1 emergency combo $1,858 $310

* Includes auto release housing, worlds smallest PLB, Proven to save lives, MEOSAR compatible, with 121.5MHz 

homing beacon

.E100GPLB1-IC16 Ocean Rescue CAT I E100G EPIRB and three x PLB1 emergency combo $2,437 $490

* Includes auto release housing, worlds smallest PLB, Proven to save lives, MEOSAR compatible, with 121.5MHz 

homing beacon

.E100GPLB1-IC17 Ocean Rescue CAT I E100G EPIRB and four x PLB1 emergency combo $3,016 $670

* Includes auto release housing, worlds smallest PLB, Proven to save lives, MEOSAR compatible, with 121.5MHz 

homing beacon

Product Description

EPIRB & PLB



THE JUNIOR JETTY 
By Ella 

Hi there, Ella here……
We are now in the 
beautiful islands of 
Fiji!! Varekai is 
currently anchored off 
Musket Cove resort. I 
am enjoying the pizza, 
swimming pool and 
caramel milkshakes!! 
It is rather windy 
here but thankfully it 
is nice and sunny too. 
And instead of having 
a Creature Feature 
this issue I have 
written about a lovely 
anchorage that we 
visited. I hope you 
like it. 

Look forward to seeing 
you out there!!  ......Ella

JOKE TIME

Q.

A.

Fast Facts 

This is one of the beautiful anchorages we recently 
stayed at in the Fulanga lagoon, southern Lau, Fiji. 

What do mermaids use to text on?

Shell phones 

Coral at Ship Cove, Vanuabalavu - Photo 
courtesy of SY Changes Of Latitude

 Jellyfish have been around for more than
650 million years, which means that they
outdate both dinosaurs and sharks.

 Turtles live on every continent except
Antarctica.



Vulaga Island (Fulunga)

By Ella Richards

We are anchored in the beautiful atoll of Vulaga Island, in the southern Lau group of Fiji, with a few of our rally boats:      

Amphitreete, Athair, Casteele, Close Encounters, Moxie, Moon River and Willpower. Vulaga Island is amazing, the pristine water 

is as clear as glass, the coral stands strikingly proud with louds of attractive fish swimming in and out of its beautiful curves, holes 

and crevices. There are rocks of different sizes all around the bay that look like giant mushrooms from where the water over time 

has washed away some of the stone.  

The people of Monacake Village are very friendly. After 

you do Sevusevu, each person or family gets their own 

host family from the village. So your host family will look 

after you while you are at the island, take you around 

their village, sometimes invite you to eat with them ,or 

you can invite them to eat with you. They can also help 

you with certain things, and you can help them.      

Sevusevu is a Fijian custom where an offering of Kava 

must be made to the chief of the viIlage, in return for 

permission to anchor in their bay and visit their village. I 

am really enjoying my time here in this tropical paradise. 



We went to this stunningly beautiful sand bar in between two islands, for a wonderful and fun beach barbeque. The 

adults and children each built their own bonfire to keep away the mosquitos, which was successful, yay! The water was 

marvellous to swim in, but after a while it got a bit cold. That is where the wonders of fire comes in. The pleasant      

sensation of coming out of cold water and sitting around a camp fire is lovely. Everyone brought something tasty to 

share and we celebrated a couple of birthdays.   

We were invited to the end of term      

kindergarten activities in the village. The 

children danced, the ladies laughed and 

the men drank Kava! It was all very     

colourful and entertaining. We also had a 

tasty lunch with them.  It has been lovely 

to be included in the villagers daily life.  



FOR SALE 

"Vivacious" - 42ft Passport
Major refit 2012. 

Very capable offshore 

boat.  

Completed circumnavigation and  

 several Pacific Circuits. 

Extensive inventory on request 

All modern equipment. 

NZ Registered Ship. 

Fastidious Owner of 14 years 

Island Cruising member for 16 

years 

Price reduced to NZ

$159,000

Contact owner Russ by email: 

russte66@gmail.com 

mailto:russte66@gmail.com


• Say No to single use plastic bottles by using a refillable water
bottle.

• Say No to plastic straws at home and encourage your friends to
do the same.

• Use reusable bags and containers for lunches.

FOR SALE

https://www.trademe.co.nz/trade-me-motors/boats-marine/yachts/keeler/
auction-1831739458.htm

Sailing Yacht 'KENA"

Kena has returned from 18 months sailing the Pacific 
and Australia. All equipment is in date for Cat 1 and 

ready to go again!
For further details visit: 

http://www.predictwind.com/


FAST FACTS

Email: David at readyallready@gmail.com

 The total length of the
world's coastlines is about
315,000 miles, enough to
circle the Equator 12 times.

 More than half the world’s
population live within a 100
km or 60 miles distance
from the coast.

 90% of all volcanic activity
on Earth occurs in the
ocean. The largest known
concentration of active
volcanoes (approximately
1,133) on the sea floor is
located in the South Pacific



Courtesy flags should be worn at the highest point of the starboard crosstree or similar (4)





Did you know?........

The Lau Islands of Fiji are situated in the 
southern Pacific Ocean, just east of the 

Koro Sea. Of this chain of about sixty 
islands and islets, about thirty are 

inhabited. The Lau Group covers a land 
area of 188 square miles, and has a 

population of approx 10,700.



WE I N V I T E  Y OU T O THE

F I J I – N E W Z E A L A N D 

M A R I N E T R A D E D AY

Friday 26th July 12:30pm – 3:30pm 

Port Denarau Yacht Club, 

Fiji 

Come and meet some of the leading New 

Zealand marine companies at our New Zealand 

– Fiji Marine Trade Day.

Also presenting seminars on:  

Passage planning 

Customs clearance procedures  

Cruising New Zealand 

America’s Cup AC36 update including 

Events and berthage. 

THANKS TO OUR EXHIBITORS including: 



Bay of Islands
Cruisers Festival

9TH - 17TH - NOVEMBER - 2019

FOR: 8 DAYS OF FUN, FOOD, DRINK AND ENTERTAINMENT
$40: PER PERSON / $20: CHILD

BAY OF ISLANDS MARINAWWW.BOIMARINA.CO.NZ /



A WEEK OF MAKING NEW FRIENDS, CATCHING UP WITH OTHER CRUISERS,  
MEETING THE LOCALS, LEARNING NEW THINGS AND HAVING FUN

Commence eight days of entertainment, local food, seminars and fun activities with a traditional Maori welcome

Bay of Islands Cruisers Festival
2019

THE PLACE TO GET THINGS DONE & HAVE SOME FUN
- WELCOME TO OPUAKia Ora

LEARN, LEARN, LEARN:
• BREAD BAKING DEMOS
• SAIL REPAIR WORKSHOPS
• TIPS FOR MARINE ELECTRICS AND CHARGING
• INSIDER HINTS ON KEEPING YOUR GELCOAT AND PAINTWORK GLOSSY
• FIND OUT ABOUT THE LATEST CRUISING GUIDE APPS
• WHERE NEXT?  INFORMATION ON RALLIES FROM NEW ZEALAND

FINISH THE WEEK WITH A GUIDED WEEKEND CRUISE OUT IN THE BAY.  LET THE LOCALS SHARE THEIR 
FAVOURITE ANCHORAGES AND TIPS FOR EXPLORING THIS WORLD RENOWN CRUISING AREA.  

PRINCESS OF THE PACIFIC:
JOIN THE CRAZY LOCALS FOR THE UNMISSABLE PARTY OF THE CRUISERS CALENDAR, LIVE MUSIC, 
GOOD FOOD, CLUB DRINK PRICES AND A NIGHT OF MAD FUN.  “GIVE YOURSELF THE ROYAL  
TREATMENT, LET THE PRINCESS IN YOU GO WILD” 

EXPLORE MAGIC BOAT CRUISE:
SUNSET CRUISE ALL ABOARD A COMFORTABLE PASSENGER FERRY, EXPLORING THE  
BEAUTIFUL BAY OF ISLANDS SIPPING A COCKTAIL AND WATCHING THE SUN GO DOWN.

BOATYARD BURGER NIGHT:
LOUNGE ON THE OPUA CRUISING CLUB DECK WHILST THE MARINA CREW COOK UP A STORM!

TALENT WITH PIZZA:
HILARIOUS EVENING AS CRUISERS AND LOCALS SHARE THEIR TALENTS, MUSIC, STAND-UP, MAGIC, 
WHATEVER YOU MUST SHOW OFF.  SCOFF SOME DELICIOUS LOCAL PIZZA AND TOAST THE TALENT.  

HIGHLIGHTS FOR YOUR WEEK:



Recipe
ROAST CHICKPEAS

INGREDIENTS
Tin of chickpeas, drained
1/4 tsp ground cumin
1/4 tsp ground coriander
Salt & Pepper
Olive Oil

Drain a can of chickpeas, dry with a paper towel and 
put in a mixing bowl with a tablespoon of olive oil. 
Mix together and spread out on a baking tray. Bake in 
oven at 180 degrees for around 30 - 40 mins in a pre-
heated oven.
Remiove, add to bowl and coat with mix of cumin, 
coriander, salt and pepper
Leave to cool before putting in a bowl to enjoy with a 
sundowner!

Enjoy....

SUNDOWNER SNACK
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